
Dear Richard, 2/28/91 

Yesterday afternoon I became quite excited and then and since I've been more ex— 

cited than I can remember. I should perhaps qualify this a Mid by saying that where once 

there was no occa Taner that was too much for me, in recent years the opiate has been 

true and I canyt take it well at all. Wien I took half of a small valium last¢ evéVing 
that helped, as did doing the same thing after I was up a while this morning and unable to 

get my mind on anything else. Only two things took my attention in the morning Post. One 

was an ad for a German all-way radio guarant¥ed to be the smallest in the world and to 

bring in most of the Middle-East stations - I wondered if I could use it now that th days 

are gettig longer and I'1l be doing most of my walking in the am mall parking lot, but 

decided ggainst ity The other was a story, the only one I read “spite the nature of the 

news, by an Arab woman reporter for the vost whose work I've respected for years, assessing 

the Arab reaction and quoting only aitthowittative Sourees, Not a word about what Saddam 

did, nothing of the unspeakable horross of nis SEUSSERNAVONORE , and just about all, with 

many irrationalitids, saying he will becsue & hero and has already rearranged #rab thinking! 

+ have to leave for some shopping soon but I want to start this first. 

What i've represented to you is that I think The King Conspiracies will be quite an 
cc tetid 

important work. When + read the notes I'd delayed reading, until Helen got no’ the records 
JAC -Lecevay a 

I'd delayed reading those parts yet the notes to have, while reaa them, # tim I find 

that I was too conservative! 

She had misunderstood and not retrieved the volumes I wanted. I'll go over them 

later today and indicate the f vairly large number of records to be copied from them. When 

she returns from her syping break senna we'll make the copilse of them and other, I expect 

to find now that my memory had been reactivated. 

I'd forgotten the extent and the deliberateness as well as what to anauthentic 

subjéct expert is at the same time the explicitness of the duplicity, the many variations 

of a number of dishonesties, that I have so very well dedumented. , 

So, I think I can say without exaggeration, I am talking about what may/ell be for 

its kind and ckntent, an unprecedented book of importance not eas¥ to inflate beyond 

reusSone 

You've read Fr ame-Up (from which + learned much about publishers and their incompe- 

tence) so I think that without muuch exvlanation you'll see enough from the notes. I've used 

a highlighter some of winich may show when xeroxed. Again on this I caution you about dis- 

cretion and not letting what I have be known, as the FBI has for years known what was going 

on in publoshing and related fields, petthing even copies of manuscripts under the table. 

Here Wil. come to mind as + go over some of the notes with more care and there is 

what I know I've already copied. ike orderinys the Atlanta SAC to provide a perjurious 
edt 

affidavit to deny the report that there had been an illegal search and sipsure to Ray,



which he did, and my having their own records of that blak bag job! 

“here are so many significant events like this that are dwarfed by the magnitude 

of the while thing! and I want to include as many of them as possible. There are quite a 

few, believe me, heginning at t).e very beginning. ‘ 

Reviewing the notes of just two u& volumes indicated that I understated to you both 

the extent of the immediately-known exculpatory evidence, the avpidance of it Or “the effots 

made to nignresent and obscure it and even the prolonged effort to withhold it from the 

prosecutor. He finally got some by pressuring the DY. which in turn pressured the FBI. But 

he was such a bastard he used none of it except the scrinshaw. at 

+ huve ewen the special index to what the FuI let him have that hé made so the 

FBI would have that much control, knowing what he had that he might use- and didn' te 

a'm still so excited I'm having troubze thinking! 

i hoe that after Helen is back and can make the copies so you can see them for 

youselves of just this part jou can come down and see them for yoursekf and perhaps we 

can then talk about what can be done with the book. I think the attitudes have changed 

enough so there will be nothing like the resistance to Whitewash that I experienced. and 

enough time has passed for my proving that p-blishers need not be all that necessary to 

have been forgotten and not to be a factor today. 

Before I leave, I'm reminded. When + nadfPost Mortem about done I was intlew York 

and Bpstein, at Kandom Mouse (?), oe me when I walked in. Neither ean one of us mentioned 

what he nay have forgotten, that when another editor intrbduced that ms at Viking and gave 

it a fine report he rejected it. tie expressed no interest in V’ost Mortem, made no offer 

of any kind, said merely that he'd read it if I sent tt to him when completed. I'd learned 

from Fragft-Up that to be a success a book requires the publisher's detvrmination to make 

ita — and then his willingness and abaility to do what is necessary. 

David Yuterbrigge, my bublisher, was in a side room at WNEW-TV witb me after they'd 

put me there with a bottle of J & & while they, in their words, solve/a problem with lights. 

The taping was delayed for some time and he was there when they came in to level with me: 

Percy Foreman had fled as soon as ke learned from the makeup man that he was going to 

donfront me, with his havi pe po nie supogrt from Arthur Hanes, | Kay's previous lawyer. ‘The 

stgtion was not afriad of ipeeag - ap suit. They were affraid of the cost of defending 

one they'sd win. I agreed to go on an/not be the first to mention Foreman's name with the 

stipulation that these be an empty chair on the set fur him and that they announce he'd 

declined to appear. When they agreed to my terms and let? to get ready I asked David to 

get on the phone to the papers with the man-bites—dog sthry and he actually refused, saying 

that was up to the station! Can you imagine a paper not Wsing such a story or what it 

could have done ‘to the sale of the book? (4 the tet wn Vibe’ ne ul trl Wn fe 

Fume ws Threat?



So, despite the many problems ahead I see an incredible, an almost unimaginable 
prospect for this book and I'd like to takk to you about it but onky after you see sone 
xhit of the astaounding documentayion for it. Lund Poet | 

Aside from what will, I am sure, occur to you, please do not forget that under- 
lying it all is the assassination of the black messiah. 

Dick, it would not be possible to make it up and have it as important and as abp 
solutely thoroughly documented a book even beinning with a fine imagination. 

Now you can see, I hope, why I'm as excited as I've j-ematined, 

You know enough about the subject matter and have a glinmer of the content and 
the documentation, so will you please think when you have a few minutes and ask yourself 
if you can see any book in the future with the potential and how many, if any, in what 
you can reaall of the past. 

jpopefully, 

pf} Helen put the marked-up set of notesand MAH 
the complete set somewhere and I don't know where. / + a 
Until I can get in touch with her, which I hope is 
before she heads for Florida, I found a less clear set of what I believe are the same notes for a single volume and although it is made from a poorer carbon I enclose them. I have made a copy to compare with the marked-up setto be sure I'n sending you what I refer to. It is too late in the day to read the volumes but I will and I'11 do as & say, have a set of the selected records. “he errands took loo long and there were too many interru»tions and one thing I've learned is that © can's use the non-automatiec treadmill available locally. That thing is designed for the strongest athletes in their youthful primes!


